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INTEGRAL MODELS OF EXTREMAL RATIONAL ELLIPTIC SURFACES
TYLER J. JARVIS, WILLIAM E. LANG, AND JEREMY R. RICKS
Dedicated to the memory of Jeremy R. Ricks and Steven Galovich
Abstract. Miranda and Persson classified all extremal rational elliptic surfaces in
characteristic zero. We show that each surface in Miranda and Persson’s classifi-
cation has an integral model with good reduction everywhere (except for those of
type X11( j), which is an exceptional case), and that every extremal rational elliptic
surface over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 can be obtained by
reducing one of these integral models mod p.
Introduction
An extremal rational elliptic surface is a smooth projective rational elliptic sur-
face X over an algebraically closed field k together with a morphism f : X → P1
with a section, such that the Mordell-Weil group of the geometric general fibre
of f is finite. Such surfaces were classified by R. Miranda and U. Persson over
the complex numbers [MP] and by W. E. Lang over algebraically closed fields of
characteristic p > 0 in [L1] and [L2]. A summary of these classifications is provided
in the appendix. During his work on [L2], the senior author became convinced
that the extremal rational elliptic surfaces in characteristic pwere closely linked to
their characteristic zero counterparts. For instance, there is no surface X3333 with
four singular fibres of type I3 in characteristic three, but one might guess that the
surface of type III in characteristic three comes from reducing X3333 mod3 in such
a way that three of the singular fibres come together. There are several such situ-
ations throughout the classification, but at the time, the senior author was unable
to formulate a precise theorem covering all cases.
Later, the senior author began to wonder if the characteristic zero extremal
rational elliptic surfaces had integral models with good reduction everywhere.
Since a rational elliptic surface is the projective plane with nine points (possibly
infinitely near) blown up, this author guessed that such models might exist, and
realized that if enough such models could be produced, they would provide the
linkbetween characteristic zero and characteristic pdiscussed in the last paragraph.
This paper completes the program outlined above. We show that each surface
found by Miranda and Persson has an integral model with good reduction every-
where (except for those of typeX11( j), which is an exceptional case), and that every
extremal rational elliptic surface over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0 can be obtained by reducing one of these integral models mod p.
An interesting feature of this theory is that the integral models of the Miranda-
Persson surfaces are not unique, and in fact, we need to use more than one integral
model of some of theMiranda-Persson surfaces to get a full set of extremal rational
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elliptic surfaces in characteristic p. Note that while the Miranda-Persson models
are defined over Z, when they are normalized using the conventions in [Ta], the
discriminants tend to bedivisible by 2 and 3. When this happens the reduction is no
longer an elliptic surface. Much of the work in this paper deals with getting these
powers of 2 and 3 out of the discriminant. Also, note that the Miranda-Persson
classification works in all characteristics except 2, 3, and 5, so that this paper is
mostly about the difficulties involving these small primes.
We should emphasize that the models produced here are integral Weierstrass
models. We know by Artin’s theory of simultaneous resolution of rational double
points [A] that these models can be transformed into integral smooth models, but
this requires extension of the base ring, and we do not know how to control how
big an extension is needed.
We have confined our investigation to showing the existence of integral models
and finding enough integral models to get all the surfaces in characteristic p found
in [L1] and [L2]. We have not tried to study extremal rational elliptic surfaces over
non-algebraically closed fields, so that our lifting results are not as strong as those
available for elliptic curves.
It would be interesting to try to relate the results found here to the universal
elliptic curves studied by Katz and Mazur in [KM]. We have not attempted to do
this here. It would also be interesting to look at the implications of the existence
of different integral models for the same surface for moduli of rational elliptic
surfaces, but we have no ideas about this at this time.
Here is a plan of the paper. In Section 0, we reviewsome results on elliptic curves
and surfaces that we will need in the rest of the paper, and set terminology. In
Section 1, we discuss integral models of extremal rational elliptic surfaces over the
ring of integersZ. We find that three types of surfaces do not have integral models
over Z, and we find integral models for these over rings of integers in number
fields in Section 2. In Section 3, we look at the reductionmod p of themodels found
in Sections 1 and 2, and show that these reductions give us a full set of extremal
rational elliptic surfaces over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.
0. Preliminaries and terminology
An elliptic surface over a field k is a smooth projective surface X over k together
with a morphism f : X → C, where C us a smooth projective curve over k, and
such that all but finitely many fibres are elliptic curves. We will always assume f
has a fixed section (which we call zero) and that there are no exceptional curves of
the first kind in any fibre of f .
In this paper, we are studying rational elliptic surfaces, which implies C = P1.
Our surfaces are also extremal, which means that the Mordell-Weil group of the
generic fibre is finite. A complete classification of these surfaces over the complex
field C has been given by Miranda and Persson [MP], and we will follow the
notations of that paper for the most part.
As is well known, an elliptic surface over P1 has a Weierstrass model, which is
obtained from the smoothmodel by contracting those components of each singular
fibre which do not meet the zero section. The resulting contracted surface has at
most rational double points as singularities. The Weierstrass model is birationally
isomorphic to the surface defined by the Weierstrass equation
y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3
+ a2x
2
+ a4x + a6,
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where the ai are polynomials in t, an affine coordinate on the base P
1. There is a
global minimal Weierstrass equation for our surface (see [Sil]1 , Ch. VII, Sect. 1,
and Ch. VIII, Sect. 8, for discussion of the minimal Weierstrass equation), and
the requirement that our surface is rational forces degree ai ≤ i for this minimal
equation.
We are interested in finding integralmodels of extremal rational elliptic surfaces.
This means we want diagrams
.
...........
...........
...........
..........
..........
..........
...........
...........
............
.............
❘
g
X
❄
f
P1
❄
Spec(R),
where f and g are flat and proper, R is an integral domain (almost always the ring
of integers of an algebraic number field), and such that the geometric general fibre
of g is the Weierstrass model of an extremal rational elliptic surface. This setup
will be called an integral model in the weak sense. An integral model in the strong sense
will satisfy the extra condition that it will have good reduction at all primes of R,
meaning that all fibres of gwill be Weierstrass models of elliptic surfaces, and that
all the Weierstrass equations will be minimal. If we use the term integral model
without qualification, we will mean integral model in the strong sense.
Our strategy will be to start with the Miranda-Persson models for each type of
extremal rational elliptic surface, which are integral models in the weak sense, and
modify them so they become integral in the strong sense. Thereforewewill review
briefly how theWeierstrass equations transformunder various substitutions. Here
we follow Tate’s “formulaire” [Ta].
If we have two Weierstrass equations over R,
y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3
+ a2x
2
+ a4x + a6 and
y′2 + a′1x
′y′ + a′3y
′
= x′3 + a′2x
′2
+ a′4x
′
+ a′6
and an isomorphism of the underlying elliptic curves preserving the origin, then
this isomorphism is obtained by a substitution of the form
x = u2x′ + r
y = u3y′ + su2x′ + q,
where u is a unit of R, and r, s, and q are elements of R. (We use q instead of Tate’s
t since we are using t as a coordinate on P1.) The coefficients of the equations are
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related by
ua′1 = a1 + 2s
u2a′2 = a2 − sa1 + 3r − s2
u3a′3 = a3 + ra1 + 2q
u4a′4 = a4 − sa3 + 2ra2 − (q + rs)a1 + 3r2 − 2st
u6a′6 = a6 + ra4 + r
2a2 + r
3 − qa3 − q2 − rqa1.
In practice, we will restrict ourselves to substitutions of two types:
a.) Those where u = 1, which will be called rsq substitutions, and
b.) Those where r = s = q = 0. These will be called u-substitutions.
We will be using the auxiliary quantities
b2 = a
2
1 + 4a2
b4 = a1a3 + 2a4
b6 = a
2
3 + 4a6
b8 = a
2
1a6 − a1a3a4 + 4a2a6 + a2a23 − a24
c4 = b
2
2 − 24b4
c6 = −b32 + 36b2b4 − 216b6
∆ = b22b8 − 8b34 − 27b26 + 9b2b4b6
j = c34/∆.
We know that our Weierstrass equation defines an elliptic curve if and only if
∆ , 0.
1. Integral models over Z
§1.A. X11( j).
This surface is different from all the others in several ways, so we deal with it
first. Here we have a family of surfaces, one for each value of j. The Miranda-
Persson model has Weierstrass equation
y2 = x3 + rt2x + st3,
where r and s are chosen so that j = 6912r3/(4r3 + 27s2). (Note that we use t
as an affine coordinate on P1, while Miranda-Persson use u and v as projective
coordinates. Also our j differs from theirs by a factor of 1728 and our ∆ differs
from theirs by a factor of 16). We observe also that this surface is a quadratic twist
of the constant elliptic curve defined by y2 = x3 + rx + s. Since there is no constant
elliptic curve over Z with good reduction everywhere, we do not try to find an
integral model in the strong sense for X11( j). Instead, we construct our model as a
quadratic twist of a constant elliptic curve in such a way that our model has good
reduction everywhere that the original curve did.
We begin with an elliptic curve E over a ring Rwhere 2 is not a zero-divisor. We
let E have Weierstrass equation y2 + g1xy + g3y = x
3 + g2x
2 + g4x + g6.
Now we perform an rsq-substitution with r = 0, s = −(1/2)g1, and q = −(1/2)g3.
This produces an elliptic curve overR[1/2]with equation y2 = x3+(g2+(1/4)g
2
1
)x2+
(g4+ (1/2)g1g3)x+ g6+ (1/4)g
2
3. Nowwe perform a quadratic twist over R[1/2, (t
2
+
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4t)1/2] and obtain an elliptic surfacewith equation y2 = x3+ (g2+ (1/4)g
2
1
)(t2+4t)x2+
(g4 + (1/2)g1g3)(t
2 + 4t)2x + (g6 + (1/4)g
2
3
)(t2 + 4t)3.
Finally, we perform an rsq-substitutionwith r = 0, s = (1/2)g1t, and q = (1/2)g3t
3
to get the surface with equation
y2 + g1txy + g3t
3y = x3 + (g2t
2
+ 4g2t + g
2
1)x
2
+ (g4t
4
+ 8g4t
3
+ 16g4t
2
+ 4g1g3t
3
+ 8g1g3t
2)x
+ (g6t
6
+ 12g6t
5
+ 48g6t
4
+ 64g6t
3
+ 3g33t
5
+ 12g23t
4
+ 16g23t
3).
This is the desired model. Its discriminant is ∆E(t
2 + 4t)6, where ∆E is the
discriminant of the original elliptic curve E, and its j-invariant is the same as the
j-invariant of E. Our surface is an integral model in the weak sense, and it has
good reduction at all points of Spec(R) where the original constant curve has good
reduction.
Note that we could not twist over R[1/2,
√
t] as in [MP], for then wewould have
obtained amodel where the singular fibres are at 0 and∞. This model would have
reducedmod 2 to a surfacewith two singular fibres of a sort which is not permitted
by [L2].
§1.B. X22, X33, and X44.
Wewill show that these surfaces do not have integral models overZ. Note that
X22 andX44 have constant j-invariant 0, whileX33 has constant j-invariant 12
3. The
non-existence of integral models over Z for these surfaces will follow easily from
the following lemma, which is well known to the experts (at least in the number
field case).
Lemma 1.1. Suppose E is an elliptic curve over a discrete valuation ring R, and suppose
Fract(R) has characteristic 0.
a) Suppose 3 is a uniformizer of R, and suppose j(E) = 0. Then E has bad reduction.
b) Suppose 2 is a uniformizer of R, and suppose j(E) = 123. Then E has bad reduction.
Proof. a.) Suppose E has good reduction. Since j(E) = 0, and j = c3
4
/∆, we get
c4 = 0. Since 1728∆ = c
3
4
− c2
6
and v3(1728∆) = v(1728) = 3, while v3(c
2
6
) is even, we
have a contradiction.
b.) Since 1728∆ = c3
4
− c26 and j = c34/∆, the fact that j = 1728 implies c6 = 0. If
we have good reduction at 2, then 4 exactly divides c4. Since c4 = b
2
2
− 24b4, this
means 2 exactly divides b2. But b2 = a
2
1
+ 4a2, which gives a contradiction. Now an
integral model over Z can be considered as an elliptic curve over Z[t] with good
reduction at all prime ideals generated by rational primes. Applying the lemma to
the cases where R equals Z[t] localized at (2) or (3), we see integral models of the
three surfaces given cannot exist. 
We will see in Section 2 that these surfaces have integral models over rings of
integers in number fields.
§1.C. X3333.
While it would not be useful to show all the details of the way we find the
integral model, a sketch of the method may be useful. Some of the other integral
models were found using a similar technique.
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The Miranda-Persson model of X3333 has Weierstrass equation y
2 = x3 + (−3t4 +
24t)x + (2t6 + 40t3 − 16). The discriminant of this is ∆ = 21233(t3 + 1)3. This is an
integral model in the weak sense, and to produce an integral model in the strong
sense, we must eliminate the factors of 2 and 3 which appear in ∆.
For this, we use Tate’s algorithm at the prime ideals (2) and (3) ofZ[t]. Roughly
speaking, the algorithm begins by making a series of rsq-substitutions. When
these are done, either the algorithm stops, or a u-substitution is made, which has
the effect of dividing the discriminant by u12. The above steps are then repeated.
In order to get rid of the unwanted factors, it is natural to start by making the
discriminant divisible by 312. This is done by replacing t by 9t + 8.
After making this change, we ran Tate’s algorithm separately at the primes (2)
and (3). At the prime (3), the algorithm went through to the end, so that the factor
312 could be eliminated. At the prime (2), the algorithm terminated before the
end. Thus, the minimal version of our modifiedMiranda-Perssonmodel had good
reduction at 3, but bad reduction at 2. To deal with this, we extended scalars to
the Gaussian integers, and ran the algorithm again. We obtained a new surface
whose Weierstrass equation had integer coefficients, had good reduction at 2, and
was isomorphic to the Miranda-Persson model over Q(i).
Finally, weused theChinese remainder theoremtoget substitutions that achieved
the desired goals simultaneously at 2 and 3. The final integral model is y2 + a1xy+
a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x + a6, with the ai defined below.
a1 = 171t
a2 = 16 − 7353t
a3 = −3
a4 = 594t
4 − 54t3 − 528t2 + 214t + 76
a6 = −2700t6 + 648t5 + 3924t4 − 3t3 − 1682t2 − 304t + 88
The discriminant is ∆ = −(t + 1)3(27t2 + 45t + 19)3.
§1.D. X222.
This is the only model found by a computer search, which was carried out with
the assistance of Jason Grout. The singular fibres of this surface are of types I∗2, I2,
and I2. So we begin by writing down a Weierstrass equation for a surface with a
singular fibre of type I∗
2
at t = 0. This equation has coefficients
a1 = tc0
a2 = t(a + bt)
a3 = t
3d0
a4 = t
3(ct + d)
a6 = t
5(et + f ).
We then let the computer vary c0, d0, a, b, c, d, e, and f , until it found a surfacewhose
discriminant was t8 times a perfect square. Again, we are grateful to Jason Grout
for help with the computer programming andwith selecting the search region. An
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integral model yielded by this search has Weierstrass coefficients
a1 = t
a2 = t + t
2
a3 = 4t
3
a4 = 2t
4
a6 = 4t
5
+ t6.
The discriminant is ∆ = −t8(16 + 40t + 89t2)2.
§1.E. X321.
We found two integral models for this surface. The first integral model we call
321A, which has Weierstrass coefficients
a1 = 1
a2 = −1
a3 = 6t + 4
a4 = −4t − 2
a6 = −9t2 − 12t − 4
∆ = t2(64t + 9).
A second integral model of this surface will be needed in Section 3. This integral
model we call 321B, with Weierstrass coefficients
a1 = t
a2 = 0
a3 = 0
a4 = t
3
a6 = 0
∆ = t9(t − 64).
(This is the simplest possible surface with a fibre of type III* at t = 0.)
Notice that these surfaces are not isomorphic over Z. The reduction of model
321Amod3 has two singular fibres, while the reduction of model 321Bmod3 has
three singular fibres. This example shows that integral models of extremal rational
elliptic surfaces are not unique.
In the remaining caseswe simply give theWeierstrass coefficients of the integral
models. In some of the cases, we will need two models of the same surface.
§1.F. X9111.
a1 = t
a2 = 0
a3 = −1
a4 = 0
a6 = 0
∆ = −(t + 3)(t2 − 3t + 9).
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§1.G. X5511.
a1 = 5t + 1
a2 = −6t2 − 4t − 3
a3 = 1
a4 = 2
a6 = −t − 1
∆ = t5(t2 − 11t − 1).
§1.H. X8211.
Model 8211A
a1 = 1
a2 = 32t
2
a3 = 0
a4 = 256t
4
a6 = −t6 − 64t4
∆ = t2(1 + 16t2).
Model 8211B
a1 = t
a2 = 128
a3 = 0
a4 = 21t
2 + 5461
a6 = 441t
2 + 77568
∆ = t2(t2 + 16).
§1.I. X6321.
Model 6321A
a1 = 1
a2 = 4t
2 + 2t
a3 = t
a4 = 2t
6
a6 = 0
∆ = t3(t + 1)(−1+ 8t)2.
Model 6321B
a1 = t
a2 = 1 + t
a3 = 2t
2 + t
a4 = t − t3
a6 = −t3 − t4
∆ = (t + 8)(t − 1)2t3.
§1.J. X4422.
a1 = 1
a2 = 4t
2
a3 = 4t
2
a4 = −t2
a6 = −4t4
∆ = t4(4t − 1)2(4t + 1)2.
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§1.K. X211.
a1 = 1
a2 = 0
a3 = 0
a4 = −72t(432t+ 1)(373248t2 + 864t + 1)
a6 = 557256278016t
5 + 2257403904t4 + 2985984t3 + 864t2 − t
∆ = t(432t+ 1)(864t+ 1)10.
§1.L. X431.
a1 = 1
a2 = −27t
a3 = 0
a4 = 243t
2
a6 = −729t3 − 27t2 + t
∆ = −t(27t+ 1)3.
§1.M. X411.
a1 = 1
a2 = 32t + 3
a3 = 3
a4 = 256t
2 + 64t + 2
a6 = 192t
2
+ 31t − 1
∆ = t(16t + 1).
§1.N. X141.
a1 = 1
a2 = −256t2 + 24t
a3 = 10t
2 + 20t
a4 = −117t2
a6 = −25t4 − 100t3 − 112t2 + t
∆ = t(16t − 1)7.
2. Integral models over larger rings
In this section, wefind integralmodels over rings of integers of algebraic number
fields of the three surfaces which do not have integral models over Z.
§2.A. X33.
This surface has j-invariant 123 and two singular fibres of types III and III*.
Our approach to finding an integral model was to start with a constant elliptic
curve overZ[i] with j-invariant 123 and with good reduction at (1 + i), the unique
prime ideal ofZ[i] lying over 2. We then replaced this with an elliptic surface with
singular fibres of the desired types which is (1 + i)-adically close to our constant
curve. It was necessary choose the new surface to be sufficiently close (1 + i)-
adically to the constant curve to have good reduction at (1 + i), but not so close as
to have constant reduction (that is, reduction not depending on t) at (1 + i).
Our starting curve was defined by y2 = x3 + (−1 + 2i)x. (This is an interesting
curve over Z[i], since its minimal model only has bad reduction at one Gaussian
prime, namely (−1+ 2i). We replaced this by the surface with Weierstrass equation
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y2 = x3+ (8t−1+2i)x. After running Tate’s algorithm at (1+ i), we found an integral
model in the strong sense overZ[i] of X33. Its Weierstrass coefficients are
a1 = 1 − i
a2 = −i
a3 = −i
a4 = −2t
a6 = it
∆ = (8t − 1 + 2i)3.
We found integral models in the remaining cases overZ[31/4]. According to the
computer package pari, this is the full ring of integers in Q(31/4), and this ring has
class number one. We omit the method of construction of the models, which was
similar to the previous case.
§2.B. X22.
a1 = 0
a2 = −16
√
3
a3 = 27 · 31/4
a4 = 256
a6 = t − 637
∆ = −169− 312t
√
3 − 432t2.
§2.C. X44.
a1 = 0
a2 = −16
√
3
a3 = 27 · 31/4
a4 = 256
a6 = −376
√
3 + 97t + 3
√
3t2
∆ = −(1/9)(18t+ 97
√
3)4.
Note that the constant term of ∆ is not divisible by 31/4 in Z[31/4].
3. Reductions
In this section, wefind the reductionsmodulo primes of the surfaces found in the
first two sections. The list of characteristic p surfaces produced will be sufficient
to show that all extremal rational elliptic surfaces in characteristic p come from
characteristic zero. Proofs will not be given, since checking that the reduced
surfaces are of the stated types is an easy exercise for the reader. However, we will
prove the following lemma, which may speed the task of verifying the results.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose X → P1
R
→ SpecR is a minimal Weierstrass model of an extremal
rational elliptic surface, where R is the ring of integers of an algebraic number field. Suppose
p is a prime of R and suppose X has good reduction at p, which means that the geometric
general fibre Xp → R/p ≡ k is the minimal Weierstrass model of an elliptic surface. Then
Xp is also an extremal rational elliptic surface.
Proof. By enlarging R to a bigger ring S and using Artin’s theory [A] of simulta-
neous resolution of rational double points, we get a smooth model Y of X such
that Y → SpecS is smooth. By enlarging S further if necessary, we may assume
that all components of singular fibres are rational over S. Since Y is extremal, the
sublattice of NS(Y) (the Neron-Severi group) generated by those components of
singular fibres not meeting the zero solution is of rank 8. Therefore the sublattice
of NS(Yp) generated by components of fibres not meeting the zero solution also
has rank 8 and we see Yp (and hence also Xp) is extremal. 
A slight extension of the above argument gives
Lemma 3.2. The order of the Mordell-Weil group of Xp divides the order of the Mordell-
Weil group. (Here we use Mordell-Weil group to mean the order of the Mordell-Weil of the
general fibre of X → P1
K
, where K is an algebraically closed field.)
Lemma 3.3. Let p be a prime, p , 2, 3. Then the reduction mod p of each model of an
extremal rational elliptic surface found above is an extremal rational elliptic surface of the
same type, with one exception. The reduction at p = 5 of the given model of X5511 is the
unique extremal rational elliptic surface in characteristic 5 with singular fibres of types II,
I5, and I5.
The existence of this characteristic 5 surface was pointed out by Chad Schoen,
who should have been thanked in [L2]. We will call this surface the Schoen Surface.
Now we give a table of the reduction behavior of the surfaces found in the
previous sections at characteristics 2 and 3. For the surfaces not defined over
Z, reduction mod 2 or 3 means reduction at primes lying over these rational
primes. The numbers labeling the mod 2 and mod 3 reductions come from [L2].
The explanation of the reduction behavior of surfaces of type X11( j) comes after
the table.
Table 1: Reduction of Integral Models mod 2 and 3
Integral Reduction Reduction
Model mod 2 mod 3
X11( j) I VI
II VI bis
X33 II V
X22 II I
X44 VII I
X3333 X3333 III
X222 I IX
X321A V V
X321B V XI
X9111 X9111 II
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Integral Reduction Reduction
Model mod 2 mod 3
X5511 X5511 X5511
X8211A V X8211
X8211B III X8211
X6321A IX VII
X6321B VIII VII
X4422 IV X4422
X211 VI IV
X431 IX IV
X411 VI X
X141 VI VIII
Theorem 3.4. All extremal rational elliptic surfaces over algebraically closed fields of
characteristic p lift to characteristic zero.
Proof. The only cases which are not obvious from the above table are those related
to X11( j). Suppose we have a surface of type X11( j) in characteristic p, p , 2, 3.
Choose an elliptic curve E over some ring R with good reduction at some prime
ideal p containing p, and such that j(E) ≡ j (mod p). Then perform a quadratic
twist as in Section §1.A. We get an elliptic surface over Rwith good reduction at p
of type X11( j).
Further explanation of the reduction behavior of X11( j) at 2 and 3 is needed.
For characteristic 2, if we produce a model of X11( j) as in Section §1.A, where E/R
is chosen to have good reduction at a prime p containing 2, the reduction of our
model at p will have discriminant ∆Et
12. Thus, it will be of Type I or Type II. The
Weierstrass equation of a surface of Type I is y2 + txy + a3y = x
3 + tx2 + kt6, k , 0,
and the Weierstrass equation of Type II is y2 + t3y = x3 + t5. The j-invariant of
the general fibre of type I is 1/k. So if we choose such that j(E) ≡ 1/k, then the
reduction of our model of X11( j) will be isomorphic (over the algebraic closure of
R/p) to the surface of type I with k as specified. The j-invariant of the general fibre
of the surface of type II is 0. So if we choose E so that j(E) ≡ 0 (mod p), we get a
surface of type II. So all surfaces of type I or type II are liftable. Incidentally the
above discussion shows that type II in characteristic 2 is a specialization of type I,
which may not have been obvious from [L2].
The situation in characteristic 3 is similar. If we have a model of X11( j) as in
Section §1.A (we might as well choose g1 = g3 = 0 for simplicity), its reduction
at a prime containing 3 will be of type VI or VI bis. The equations for surfaces of
types VI and VI bis are y2 = x3 + tx2 + kt3 (k , 0) and y2 = x3 + t2x respectively. The
j-invariants are −1/k and 0 respectively. So if we choose E/R and the prime p of
R containing 3 such that j(E) ≡ −1/k (mod p), then the reduction of our model of
X11( j) will be isomorphic (over the algebraic closure of R/p) to a surface of type VI
with k as specified. If our setup is such that j(E) ≡ 0 (mod p), the reduction will
be of type VI bis. So all surfaces of type VI or type VI bis are liftable. The above
discussion shows that type VI bis is a specialization of type VI. 
A. Appendix
In this appendix we briefly summarize the results of [MP] and [L2].
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A.1. Characteristic 0 and Charachteristic≥ 5. In [MP]Miranda andPerssonprove
that over C every extremal rational elliptic surface is one of the following, and for
each of the following configurations of singular fibers except I∗
0
I∗
0
, and II I5 I5 there
is a unique surface with that configuration. For the configuration I∗0 I
∗
0 there is
precisely one surface X11( j) for each j ∈ C, and the configuration II I5 I5 does not
occur in characteristic 0.
Table A.1: Extremal Rational Elliptic Surfaces in Char ≥ 5
Surface Singular Char 0 and
Name Fibers Char > 5 Char 5
X22 II II
∗ X X
X33 III III
∗ X X
X44 IV IV
∗ X X
X11( j) j ∈ C I∗0 I∗0 X X
X211 II
∗ I1 I1 X X
X321 III
∗ I2 I1 X X
X431 IV
∗ I3 I1 X X
X411 I
∗
4
I1 I1 X X
X141 I
∗
1
I4 I1 X X
X222 I
∗
2
I2 I2 X X
X9111 I9 I1 I1 I1 X X
X8211 I8 I2 I1 I1 X X
X5511 I5 I5 I1 I1 X dne
Schoen II I5 I5 dne X
X6321 I6 I3 I2 I1 X X
X4422 I4 I4 I2 I2 X X
X3333 I3 I3 I3 I3 X X
In [L1, L2] it is shown that in characteristics not equal to 2, 3, or 5 the results of
[MP] also hold. In characteristic 5 the results of [MP] hold except that the surface
X5511 is replaced by a (unique) surface with singular fibers II I5 I5, which we call
the Schoen surface.
A.2. Chararacteristics 2 and 3. Characteristics 2 and 3 are quite different from the
others.
A.2.1. Characteristic 3. In [L1, L2] it is shown that in characteristic 3 every ex-
tremal rational elliptic surface is one of the following, and for each of the following
configurations of singular fibers except I∗0 I
∗
0, there is a unique surface with that
configuration. For the configuration I∗0 I
∗
0, there is a family of surfacesVI(k) param-
eterized by non-zero values of k and one additional surface VIbis.
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Table A.2: Extremal Rational Elliptic Surfaces in Char 3
Surface Singular
Name Fibers
I II∗
II II I9
III IV∗ I3
IV II∗ I1
V III∗ III
VI(k) k , 0 I∗0 I
∗
0
VI bis I∗0 I
∗
0
VII III I3 I6
VIII I∗
1
I1 I4
IX I∗2 I2 I2
X I∗
4
I1 I1
XI III∗ I1 I2
X8211 I8 I2 I1 I1
X5511 I5 I5 I1 I1
X4422 I4 I4 I2 I2
A.2.2. Characteristic 2. Finally, in [L1, L2] it is shown that in characteristic 2 ev-
ery extremal rational elliptic surface is one of the following, and for each of the
following configurations of singular fibers except I∗
4
, there is a unique surface
with that configuration. For the configuration I∗
4
, there is a family of surfaces I(k)
parameterized by non-zero values of k.
Remark A.1. Note that the the surfaces in characteristic 2 do not necessarily corre-
spond to surfaces with the same name in characteristic 3.
Table A.3: Extremal Rational Elliptic Surfaces in Char 2
Surface Singular
Name Fibers
I(k) k , 0 I∗
4
II II∗
III III I8
IV I∗
1
I4
V III∗ I2
VI II∗ I1
VII IV IV∗
VIII IV I2 I6
IX IV∗ I1 I3
X9111 I9 I1 I1 I1
X5511 I5 I5 I1 I1
X3333 I3 I3 I3 I3
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